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The logic of sending a password by email Who should be trained on the from. Design standards for anchor foundation bolts.
Logical relations between judgements logic workshop on logic. Svidom and nesvidom in the mental activity of people. How
many plants in Russia to produce energy-saving lamps. What are the features of the sociological approach to vocational
education? Logical operations on concepts. in logic. Logical operations and their properties. Instructions for labor protection
when performing work on deboning, dressing of meat. Bringing the organizational structure in line with the strategy. Calculated
loads on the road bridge. Peculiarities of financial analysis in the sphere of housing and communal services. Program for the
assignment of group 3 on electrical safety at the enterprise. Analysis of the structure and dynamics of the cost of production in
the table. How to determine the cost of work services How to analyze the cost of production. Methods for analyzing the cost of
production. Analytical study of the cost of production. Methods of carrying out the analysis of the cost of production. Features
of the analysis of the cost of production. The study of the cost of production is necessary to determine the impact on the cost of
production of reducing prices, increasing productivity, the introduction of organizational and technical measures. Input data for
the analysis of the cost of production: 1) calculations of the cost of production (Table 2); 2) plan of labor and labor
compensation fund (Tab. 1); 3) reporting costing of the cost of goods (Tables 3, 4); Table 1. Labor plan and labor remuneration
fund 4) standard data on labour and wages (tab. 5). Table 2 Calculation of the cost of production 5) Report on the cost of
production (Tab. 6) Table 4. Calculation of production cost 6) Production costs and the cost of production to be allocated (Table
7). 7) costs of main production. 8) costs of selling products. According to the degree of homogeneity of costs, the following
types of calculations are distinguished: 1) estimated calculations. The cost estimate is made for the product. 2) Technological
calculations. Technological calculations are made for a product or operation. 3) Manufacturing calculations. The manufacturing
calculator is composed on the product or group of homogeneous products According to the coverage of costs, all calculations
are divided into: - production; - complete; - reduced; - production costs of the enterprise; - estimated (budgetary) calculations.
Production calculations are made for a finished product or unit of production. Full calculations are made on the product,
consisting of several units of production. Abbreviated calculations - for a product consisting of one or more parts that can be
sold as independent products. Full calculations are made by cost items. fffad4f19a
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